
How have I not 

been fired yet?



hello, I’m John



I write stupid things in 
exchange for money







- not talking about product

- giving your posts personality

- a few of my many, many mistakes

- blue blue blue blue blue blue blue blue blue

- loads of weird cereal adverts



tomato







1.make people love the brand
2. maybe sell summat while I’m at it



don’t post about product 

all the time



128



1000+



behaving yourself 

achieves nothing



1000



3000



no one gives a           about juice



no one goes on social to 

see adverts





dogs are your competitors



post stuff people wanna see



if you’re a gym, post workout 

vids not membership prices



if you’re a bank, post saving 

tips not mortgage rates



if you’re a charity, post 

advice, not just donation 

requests



have some personality







5000



social is about reactions





- you post something to 1000 followers

- your 1000 followers see it

- if they react, even more people see it

how social media used to work



- post something to 1000 followers

- the algorithm shows it to my mum

- if mum reacts, someone else sees it

- rinse and repeat a few million times

- if absolutely loads of people react, you might 

reach 500 people

how social media works now



for posts to be seen, people 

have to react to them



if you don’t get a reaction, 

no one will see it



don’t be positive all the 

time





I don’t have sign off



if you’re 70% sure, go for it





senior people lose sleep 

over this





I try so hard to look like 

I’m just messing about









calamities are opportunities



1000



4000













our 2nd best insta post ever



stuff will go wrong



conkergate











calamities are opportunities





8,000,000 a month



10,000,000 in a weekend



0 conker-based fatalities





“don’t post about product”
Me, about ten minutes ago



“don’t post about product”
Me, about ten minutes ago



post about product…



…but be really silly with it



2000 9000 2000









4 million views each



More than any of our 

non-smoothie nonsense







11,000



Regular nonsense keeps 

your audience warm for 

product nonsense



What about small 

companies?



Surreal has been 

nonsense since day one











calamities are opportunities







If something’s working, 

push it further











If something’s working, 

push it further





75m views in 2 years



Some of my favourite 

features





No character limit



9000 3000 4000





People have “shorter 

attention spans”



People have “shorter 

attention spans” for 

boring stuff





Comments







Groups







Carousels









Carousels are great for 

silly copywriting





















You’ve got time to take 

people on a journey



Make your first two 

slides as attention 

grabbing as possible



(even if it’s shameless 

clickbait)



Treat it like email 

subject lines



















Co-posting









Question Box

























FAQs



“What if I work for [insert 

dry, corporate industry]”







If you’re a legal firm, talk 

about celebrity cases



If you’re a life insurance 

company, talk about 

bizarre deaths



If you’re a toilet company, 

review people’s poop









“How can I persuade 

my boss to let me be 

silly?”



Get some proof



Break ideas down into 

elements









Viral Viral+ = Viral?



Pick one channel or one 

moment to trial





“What if I’m still not 

allowed to be silly?”



- Talk like a human

- Use formats that people share

- Focus on grabbing attention







in conkclusion



please don’t eat conkers



please do eat cereal



I have finished talking


